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How is the Moroccan innovation ecosystem being built?
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Analysing.
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Deciphering.

Discover our Perspectives on Trends, 
Industries, technologies and so much more.

SUPPORTING START-UPS

Go to episode 2:
Business support structures looking 
for a new role and new models

Go to episode 1:
How do business support structures 
enable value creation in France?

https://www.accuracy.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Accuracy-Perspectives-Supporting-start-ups-Episode-2.pdf
https://www.accuracy.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Accuracy-Perspectives-Supporting-start-ups-Episode-1.pdf
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At a time when innovation is increas-
ingly becoming the driving force behind 
all economies, start-ups find them-
selves on the front line thanks to their 
simple and agile structures that enable 
them to venture into the most promising 
sectors.

However, innovation cannot develop 
successfully without a complete and 
adapted ecosystem, bringing together 
all the players that must interact and join 
forces to bring innovative projects to life 
(organisations, companies, start-ups, 
universities, investors).

This article details the dynamics that 
are forging the innovation ecosystem 
in Morocco, whether related to national 
strategies or private initiatives. Our 
mapping of support structures makes 
it possible to assess strategic issues 
in particular, for any country looking to 
take full advantage of its potential for tal-
ent and entrepreneurship.

This is key as innovation constitutes a 
critical lever for the economic growth 
and development of a country.

A. Support structures for innova-
tive start-ups have multiplied in 
Morocco thanks to political and pri-
vate initiatives.

B. Nonetheless, their presence in 
Morocco remains uneven and con-
centrated in the Casablanca region.

C. Large Moroccan companies are 
progressively contributing to the 
innovation ecosystem and are 
starting to use open innovation as 
a value creation lever.

D. Moroccan innovation, measured 
in terms of patent applications 
and start-up fundraising, is still not 
achieving its full potential.

In summary
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Support structures are composed of 
both physical and non-physical struc-
tures. They include (i) incubators and 
accelerators, (ii) co-working spaces, (iii) 
support programmes and (iv) financing 
programmes. Based on our research, 
there are 74 active and planned sup-
port structures in the country.

Among them, Technopark was the pio-
neer and now constitutes a textbook 
case. Created in 2001 as the fruit of a 
public–private partnership, Technopark 
is managed by the MITC (Moroccan 
Information Technopark Company), 
whose founding shareholders are the 
Moroccan state (35%), the Caisse 
de Dépôt et de Gestion (17.5%) and 
Moroccan banks (47.5%). The MITC 
offers work spaces and supports start-
ups by allowing them to benefit from its 
privileged ecosystem. The model was 
duplicated in Rabat in 2012 and Tang-
ier in 2015 and will soon be duplicated 
in Agadir (opening planned in 2021). 
Technopark has supported over 1,100 
companies since its creation, particu-
larly in the information and communica-
tion technology (ICT), green technology 
and cultural industry sectors. 

It is well known that start-ups require 
financial support and specialised 
assistance. But the need to integrate 
them into a community to interact and 
exchange ideas is just as vital. Indeed, 
a start-up community represents a rich 
and diverse source of collective intel-
ligence, which enables start-ups to 
discuss ideas in co-working spaces, 
exchange best practices and build a 
network to develop.

New structures have developed in 
Morocco with this very thinking in mind, 
offering support, training and mentor-
ing services. These support structures 
organise different events like hacka-
thons, where various teams (composed 
of developers and project leaders) must 
find the solution to a strategic issue by 
producing a proof of concept (in gen-
eral, software or an application) in a very 
short space of time. In December 2019, 
Emerging Business Factory organised 
the first ‘water hackathon’ in Marrakech 
with the aim of making water use in the 
area sustainable and eco-responsible.

Other support structures have imple-
mented co-working spaces for all those 

who wish to launch their entrepreneurial 
projects and are looking for a commu-
nity of partners. One such example is 
New Work Lab, created in Casablanca 
in 2013. It is a space dedicated to the 
development of Moroccan start-ups 
through the organisation of meetings, 
training and the provision of a co-work-
ing space.

What does the current innovation landscape in Morocco look like?

A growing number of structures

Innovation support structures in Morocco1
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Note

1) Relationship between the number of existing support structures in the region and all existing support structures in Morocco

Mapping of start-up support structures
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Innovation support structures in Morocco [...]

An uneven geographic split

Although support structures are con-
centrated primarily in and around Cas-
ablanca, regional dynamics resulting 
from a strong political will take shape 
through:

• the duplication of Technopark in 
other cities in the country;

• regional development projects, 
such as the innovation city of the 
Souss-Massa region, which plans 
to make R&D laboratories available 
to start-ups, or Mazagan’s urban 

hub, developed by the OCP and the 
government;

• support mechanisms on a national 
scale, with for example the Réseau 
Entreprendre Maroc and Injaz 
Al-Maghrib, which support start-ups, 
or even the financing programme 
Fonds Innov Invest.

However, the support offered in some 
large Moroccan cities, like Fes and 
Meknes for example, is far below the 
needs of their large student populations. 

Mostly generalist structures supported by a wide range of sponsors

Though the vast majority (75.7%) of 
support structures are generalist, three 
specialisations stand out:

• ICT, in particular thanks to the rise 
of fintechs working with corporates 
(e.g. StartOn, Fintech Challenge); 

• green technology, with Morocco 
having set itself the target of reduc-
ing its energy dependence and 
investing in renewable energies (e.g. 
Social Green Tech Bidaya);

• the social and solidarity economy, 
relying on, for example, sport to cre-
ate a link between youth employ-
ment and the entrepreneurial spirit 
(e.g. TIBU Maroc).

It is interesting to note that the sponsors 
of support structures are diverse: 57% 
of support structures are backed by 
at least two organisations (assistance, 
financial support, etc.). Further, 32% of 
these structures come from public–
private partnerships. Entrepreneurial 

support initiatives thus form part of a 
collective intelligence approach, a pool-
ing of resources between complemen-
tary players – in short, open innovation.

At the start of the school year in 2017, 
the Euromed University of Fes (UEMF) 
had over 1,300 students and research-
ers 2, suggesting a potential talent and 
entrepreneur pool that should not be 
neglected.

Note

2) L’économiste.com, Edition n°5032, 2017, ‘Fès-UEMF : Une université à la fine pointe de la technologie’
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The growing involvement of large companies 2
How are large moroccan companies taking hold of innovation?

OCP: a heavyweight in the national economy and a global innovation model

Moroccan companies are gradually 
incorporating open innovation and dig-
italisation into their organisations in 
addition to increasing their employees’ 
awareness of innovation culture. A good 
example of this can be found in the OCP 
group.

OCP is the world leader in phosphates 
and the leading industrial company in 
Morocco. It has put in place an ambi-
tious investment programme (2008–
2027), where it aims to double its mining 

capacity and triple its transformation 
capacity.

However, where it is of particular inter-
est is in its efforts to boost innovation. 
Indeed, it has initiated several projects to 
boost innovation in Morocco and within 
the group. In addition to physical support 
structures, numerous programmes have 
been implemented, such as the Seed-
Stars Startup Competition or the Impulse 
acceleration programme in partnership 
with Mass Challenge, as detailed below.

• Ben Guerir Tech Park, in parthership with Mohammed VI Polytechnique 
University, has an incubator, an R&D centre, a data centre, a Fab Lab, 
an industrial park, etc.

• The Mazagan urban hub, as a joint venture with the government: construction 
of a smart city geared towards innovation

Mega-projects for regional 
development, geared 
towards innovation

1

Forced digitalisation 
of the group

• Creation of TEAL Technology Services, a JV between OCP and IBM to 
accelerate the digital transformation of the group and to create training and 
R&D programmes

• Implementation of a Digital Lab (to facilitate use of new technologies) and a 
Digital Factory (promoting collaboration and the exchange of ideas)

• Opening of the 1337 school at Khouribga, the Youcode school at Youssoufia 
and Safi (coding schools)

2

Initiatives aimed at 
entrepreneurs, young 
African talent and group 
employees

• OCP entrepreneurship network, support programme for entrepreneurs

• Launch of the start-up acceleration programme Impulse, in partnership 
with the Mohammed VI University

• The grand prize of the African Start-up of the Year awards, with a special 
OCP prize

• The careers bootcamp to promote entrepreneurship and employability 
of Moroccan young executives

• Launch of the Mining challenge by OCP, a start-up competition around mining 
sector challenges

• Creation of the BloomLab, an intrapreneurial incubator

3

« The university environment 
gives us access to 

innumerable research centres 
across the world and open 
innovation [...] When we are 
at the university, we are able 

to have a different type of 
dialogue, one that is much 

more productive »
Mohamed Soual 

chief economist at OCP.
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Moroccan banks are not to be outdone 
in this matter. Attijariwafa Bank and 
BMCE Bank of Africa were pioneers 
in 2001 by financing Technopark Cas-
ablanca. They have been highly active 
in the promotion of innovation over the 
past five years.

Moroccan banks’ initiatives in favour 
of entrepreneurs have naturally led 
them to turn their innovation approach 
inwards to improve their own processes 
and offers in the context of increas-
ing digitalisation. But the delegation of 

support management to a pure player 
is often essential in order to facilitate 
cooperation and maximise value cre-
ation between stakeholders. This is 
particularly the case when the stake-
holders have very different cultures, 
notably when it comes to public–private 
partnerships.

Though Morocco’s start-up ecosystem 
has been strengthened by the launch 
of various support and financing mech-
anisms (as detailed below), the number 
of innovative technology companies in 

the country measured in terms of pat-
ents and fundraising is not meeting its 
potential, as detailed in the following 
pages.

The growing involvement of large companies [...]

The growing involvement of Moroccan banks

Management of support structures created by Moroccan companies on the Moroccan All 
Shares Index (MASI) 

Internal 
management

Joint 
management

Management delegated 
to a specialised pure player

50.0%

29.2%

20.8%
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2016

Creation of the ‘Centre d’expertise 
and de l’entrepreneuriat pour la TPME’, 

an exchange space dedicated to supporting 
small companies

Launch of the pan-African incubator network 
Blue Space 2019

Launch of CAP’TECH by BMCE Capital, an 
open innovation programme at the African scale

2014
African Entrepreneurship Award, 

an entrepreneurship competition financed by 
the bank and granted USD 1 million each year

Launch of Smart Start, a support programme 
for entrepreneurs

2017
Launch of Smart Up, an international open 
innovation programme gathering mixed teams 
from the bank and ecosystem players

2018Launch of the support programme 
‘Le club de l’entrepreneuriat’

Launch of Lab innovation, an incubator for 
innovative initiatives aiming to introduce the 
innovation culture internally

Immersion in Silicon Valley for certain Attijariwafa 
Bank executives, in partnership with the 
incubator LaFactory
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Innovation and its financing in Morocco3
How has innovation developed in Morocco over the past fifteen years?

Successive industrialisation strategies have contributed to raising the general 
level of innovation

Comprehensively evaluating the innova-
tive nature of a country requires consid-
eration of its institutional environment, 
infrastructure, training, R&D, and mar-
ket structure and creation. The Global 
Innovation Index 2019 ranks Morocco 
74th out of 126 countries based on 80 
variables ranging from ease of obtaining 
credit to the protection of minority inter-
ests in a company. This index also dis-
tinguishes between input variables that 
define a country’s potential for innova-
tion and output variables that measure 
effective innovation.

Our analyses here focus on the two 
output criteria that seemed the most 
tangible: research dynamism, meas-
ured through the number of patent filing 
requests (industry driver), and fundrais-
ing for technology and digital start-ups, 
which testifies to the potential for eco-
nomic development.

Reviewing the development of these 
variables against the backdrop of suc-
cessive industrialisation plans imple-
mented by the Ministry of Industry, 
Trade, and the Green and Digital Econ-
omy since the mid-2000s highlights 
a correlation. As shown in the figure 
below, thanks to industrial policies, as 
well as the country’s stability and close-
ness to the European Union, Morocco 

has become a top destination for for-
eign investors.

Since 2005, three major industrial strat-
egies have succeeded each other, 
with a substantial effect on the devel-
opment of the number of patents filed. 
Nevertheless, these effects seem to 
differ based on the nature of the play-
ers considered. Indeed, patents filed 
by non-residents tripled between 2014 
and 2018, whilst those filed by Moroc-
can residents almost halved over the 
same period.

The dynamism of national research 
seems to be losing momentum and 
remains mostly the domain of univer-
sities (58% in 2018), with Moroccan 
companies only requesting 9% of pat-
ent applications.

At the same time, the significant 
growth in filings from abroad testifies 
to the increased appeal of the country. 
This can be explained by two factors. 
First, the presence of foreign actors in 
Morocco has intensified across various 
sectors, like the automotive or aero-
nautics sectors, following the Indus-
trial Acceleration Plan. Second, the 
implementation of a new way of filing 
patents by the European Patent Office, 
thanks a partnership with the Ministry 

of Industry, Trade, and the Green and 
Digital Economy in 2015, enables those 
filing patents in the European Union 
to also request patent protection in 
Morocco. Thus, the USA (20%) and 
European countries, with France and 
Germany in the lead (8% each), are the 
most represented among the countries 
of origin of those filing patents.
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Patent filing requests in Morocco (2005–2018) and industrialisation strategies

Sources: Annual activity reports from the Office Marocain de la Propriété Industrielle 
et Commerciale, Accuracy analyses

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Request filed in Morocco 
by Moroccan residents

Requests filed in Morocco 
by non-residents

Electricity, 
electronics, 
telecoms

Chemicals, biotechnology, 
pharmaceuticals

Mechanics, energy, 
green tech

40%

32%

28%

186

Others  50%

20%  USA

4%  Spain

4%  Italy
5%  Switzerland

8%  Germany

8%  France2,223

UniversitiesPrivate 
individuals

Moroccan 
companies

Research 
centres

58%
27%

9%
7%

186

Note

We have analysed the development of the number of patent applications because of the ease of access to this data. Though this makes it 
possible to have a vision of the effects of the successive industrial policies, it does not make it possible to assess the entirety of their effect

Industrial acceleration 
plan
Define a vision by ecosystem 
with the following objectives:
• Better vertical integration 

by sector 
• Strengthening of 

the fabric of SMEs 
• Reinforcing international 

appeal

National agreement 
for industrial emergence
Attract foreign investment 
through the following:
• Upgrading the fabric 

of SMEs
• Improving professional 

training
• Improving the business 

environment

Emergence Plan
Define positioning for 
high growth-potential 
sectors of the future:
• Automotive
• Aeronautic
• Tourism
• etc. 

353

186135

743

2,223

794
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Innovation and its financing in Morocco [...]

But the funds raised by start-ups remain modest compared with other countries 
in the region

Note

3) Partech, 2019 Africa Tech Venture Capital report, page 13 (released in January 2020)

Note on methodology: Partech, a venture capital fund, publishes the ranking of fundraising rounds in Africa annually

The start-ups taken into consideration must fulfil the following criteria: (i) the start-ups are tech and / or digital, (ii) their market is Africa (in both 
operations and revenues) and (iii) the funds raised exceed USD 200,000

Fundraising constitutes another indica-
tor of the dynamism of the innovation 
sector. Though it is difficult to establish 
a causal link between fundraising and 
the practice of filing patents, these two 
phenomena constitute complementary 
indicators of the dynamism of innova-
tion in the countries concerned.

The spread of fundraising practices 
reflects, in particular, the growing par-
ticipation of national and international 
private players in innovation financ-
ing. However, the small amounts con-
cerned tend to show the predominance 
of public capital in innovation financing 
or indeed the internalisation of innova-
tion by existing companies.

In terms of fundraising, Morocco places 
12th in Africa in 2019 with USD 7 mil-
lion raised by technology and digital 
start-ups (vs USD 3 million in 2018 cor-
responding to 15th place)  3. We have 
gathered data to compare the situa-
tions in Algeria, Tunisia, Nigeria, Kenya 
and Egypt with that of Morocco. The 
differences can be explained by various 
factors such as access to financing, 
financing raised in other countries or the 
use of alternative means of financing. 
In particular, we have put the amounts 
raised in perspective by setting them 
against the respective GDPs of each 
country. Finally, for all these countries 
except Algeria (for which we do not 
have enough data), we have studied 
the development of the amounts raised 
between 2018 and 2019.

Generally speaking, we note an 
increase in fundraising over these two 
years: Morocco, Kenya, Nigeria, Egypt 
and Tunisia all experience a significant 
increase in the amounts collected. As 
for the amounts themselves, Kenya 
and Nigeria stand out clearly from the 
other countries. The case of Nigeria 
may be explained simply by the size 

of the country’s economy (USD 368 
billion in 2018); the case of Kenya, 
however, is different (USD 87 billion in 
2018). Indeed, Kenya proves to be fer-
tile ground for the development of start-
ups. Widely distributed low-cost inter-
net and the digitalisation of payments 
in 2007 with the launch of M-Pesa, a 
mobile phone money-transfer system, 

Development of fundraising between 2018 and 2019

Source: Partech (fundraising) and World Bank (GDP)

Morocco Kenya Nigeria Egypt Algeria Tunisia
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Innovation and its financing in Morocco [...]

have greatly facilitated transactions and 
have been a boon to entrepreneurs in 
the country.

By way of comparison, the amounts 
raised in Morocco seem low in relation 
to the country’s GDP (USD 120 billion 
in 2018). Beyond the difference in the 
size of the economies considered, 
there may be various reasons for this 
result: fewer private initiatives due to an 
economy structured around rent-based 
activities or in low-risk sectors, insuffi-
cient tax incentives for both entrepre-
neurs and investors or even the less 
prevalent practice of fundraising.

The lower access to fundraising in 
Morocco compared with other Afri-
can countries (Egypt, Nigeria, Kenya, 
Rwanda, etc.) can also be explained 
by the language. In contrast to the 

francophone Morocco, the other coun-
tries mentioned are anglophone, mean-
ing they are more easily able to capture 
foreign capital (particularly coming from 
the US and the UK).

These figures can be used on a mac-
roeconomic scale to measure trends, 
such as the opening of certain econ-
omies to foreign capital, but they also 
reveal the level of appropriation of 
certain best practices by local play-
ers. In this context, public policies can 
play a facilitating role in a ‘top–down’ 
approach. Nevertheless, local realities 
should not be ignored. Indeed, beyond 
public policies, it is the players’ actions 
and the quality of their interactions that 
enable them to create together inno-
vative programmes and determine the 
dynamism of a sector. OCP, as men-
tioned in part 2, is a prime example of 

this and highlights the importance of 
involving all players in the implementa-
tion of an innovation ecosystem.

Thus, using best practices inspired by 
foreign countries could strengthen local 
ecosystems. These measures would 
be of such a nature as to enable the 
realisation of the innovation potential of 
a country like Morocco by promoting 
the rise of start-ups.
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